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Old Dog 

This story owes a great debt to C.L. Moore, Karl Edward Wagner, Robert E. Howard, Henry Kuttner, Fritz 

Leiber, and other creators of heroic fantasy – plus a pinch of Alfred, Lord Tennyson. I wrote this in one 

burst on New Year’s Eve, 2010, while listening to music from my sister’s wedding. I think Morgan and 

Grace may have some other tales to tell, including their first meeting and what exactly went on in a 

certain marble tower in the city of Morth Dûr. I hope you enjoy this one. 

 -Rich Redman 

 

“It’s the eve of the New Year,” Morgan said, holding his wife in their marriage bed. 

 His wife, Grace, shivered. 

 “What frightens you, my love?” 

 She hugged him. “Only a life without you, old dog. Now, put another log on the fire, will you?” 

 Morgan carefully stepped over the shaggy deerhound asleep on the hearth while doing as his 

wife asked. Then Morgan returned to their bed. “Happy New Year,” he said. 

 She took him in her arms, and they greeted the coming year by demonstrating their love for 

each other. 

 The next morning, Morgan rose first, as was their custom. He pulled on woolen leggings, then 

breeches, and then his boots. Then he brushed aside the wool blanket that separated their sleeping 

chamber from their living area. The deerhound followed him. 

 The house had one chimney, but two fireplaces. In the living area, Morgan lit the fire that he’d 

laid the night before. A new year called for a new fire, after all. When he was satisfied that the fire was 

going, he hung the kettle on its iron hook and swung the hook over the fire. Preparations for the 

morning done, he kicked open the ironbound door that had frozen overnight. The deerhound 

shouldered his master aside and trotted out to check, and mark, his territory. 

 Morgan stood in the doorway and stretched, naked to the cold from the waist up. Snow glowed 

on the pines, and frost glistened on the frozen-hard earth of the farmyard. He knew there were frosty 

white hairs under his arms and scattered across his chest, and gray in his hair and beard, but he was still 

a powerfully built man – even if his belly had begun a disheartening slide past his belt. Old scars writhed 

as he rolled his shoulders. His wrists and elbows clicked as he worked them, but years of chopping 

firewood and yanking stones from the fields had kept his hands hard and his body vigorous. 
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 Strong, feminine hands slipped around his ribs, and the sinewy arms of his wife encircled him. 

He felt her pressed up against him, her heat warming him through her thin, linen shift. “What tales does 

the wind tell, my love?” 

 Morgan snorted. “Am I a fortune-teller, then? Make the tea and I will read the leaves for you.” 

Then he did smell something, something that made him whirl into their stone house and toss blankets 

from an almost-forgotten cedar chest. 

 “What is in the wind?” 

 Morgan yanked a sheathed scimitar from the chest and tossed it to his wife. “Trouble.” 

 Grace asked no further questions. Together they threw on their armor and buckled on weapons. 

Morgan wore a carefully oiled chainmail hauberk over a padded, woolen gambeson, as well as iron 

greaves and heavy leather gauntlets with chain reinforcements. Grace wore heavy leather greaves and 

bracers along with a leather breastplate reinforced with bronze rings. Morgan carried a short sword 

strapped hilt-down at his back, with the hilt at his right hip. The short sword was made of star-metal, 

iron taken from a stone that fell from the sky while it still smoked in its crater. The blacksmith mixed it 

with softer steel, folded them twenty times, and quenched the blade in clay slurry, leaving a hypnotic 

pattern like wood grain on its serpentine blade. On his left hip, Morgan wore the terrible pickaxe forged 

by dwarven alchemists in the heart of a volcano. Grace had seen that axe chop through steel plate as 

easily as another axe bit into oak. For her part, she wore the scimitar at her left hip, and thrust a 

sheathed, curved dagger behind the buckle of her sword belt. 

 While Morgan saddled the horses, shaggy and recalcitrant in their winter coats, Grace banked 

the new kitchen fire. When she burst from the house into the frozen yard, the deerhound was dancing 

around the horses, making things worse. Morgan had managed only to saddle the bay roan mare that 

had replaced his blood bay gelding. Grace’s dapple-gray mare tossed its head at the hitching post, 

eyeing the excited dog. Morgan cursed at the dog while Grace threw blanket and saddle across her 

horse with an efficiency that brooked no nonsense. The horse was still young enough to suck in a lungful 

of air when Grace tried to cinch her saddle, and too young to expect Grace’s knee to force proper 

tightening of the girth strap. 

 By the time that they untied their horses from the hitching posts together, black smoke rose 

above the pines that stood between their home and the village of Twin Falls. Despite the urgency that 

made their hearts beat against their ribs, they mounted carefully and walked the horses. There was no 

telling what the smoke foretold, and both retired adventurers were too wary to risk injuring their 

mounts by galloping before the horses had a chance to warm up. The deerhound was confused that his 

masters brought no hunting weapons, but bounded through the trees sniffing for pheasant, badger, 

hare, or any other game he could find. 

 “You know what this reminds me of?” 
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 Grace said, “When we first met, and you beat the reeve and his deputies unconscious? As I 

recall, it wasn’t this cold.” 

 Morgan said, “I was thinking of that tower, in Morth Dûr, and what came after.” 

 “That was long ago, and has no bearing on this, I hope. I’m also thinking we promised never to 

talk about that again.” 

 “Promise is such an ambiguous word,” Morgan said. 

 Grace spat. “Serving someone back their own words is not an admirable habit, my husband.” 

 “Whose words, my wife?” 

 Grace knew he remembered her saying those words to him many years ago, before they were 

married, so she replied only by urging her horse into a trot. 

 They rounded a curve in the dirt road and looked across the South Fork of the Mayfly River into 

the village of Twin Falls. The granary was on fire, as was the mill. Villagers stood around the burning 

granary, staring into the flames over their shields, spears lowered.  

As Morgan and Grace rode over the bridge across the South Fork, the drumming of their horses’ 

hooves called to the village children. “The Dog! The Gray Dog!” The children tugged on their parents’ 

clothes as they shouted, pointing out the new arrivals. The deerhound raced forward to dance with the 

children, snaking his head forward to lick unguarded faces. 

 “Tchah! Why do they always cheer for you? Are you not always by my side?” 

 Morgan was suddenly embarrassed that he enjoyed the accolades. “Tell me, my love, what I do 

to eclipse your beauty, eh? I have no idea why they cheer our hound and not you.” 

 At that moment, a wall of the granary exploded outward. Flying stones struck villagers’ shields 

and knocked them off their feet. Burning thatch and wood scattered, some reaching neighboring 

buildings and threatening them with fire as well. Others hissed in snowdrifts. Villagers scattered to fight 

the new blazes, save for a few that struggled to their feet and faced a black shape stomping through the 

pyre of the village winter stores. 

 The ponderous figure swatted spear points aside. As Morgan and Grace dismounted in front of 

Old Bridge Tavern, they saw that it was a tall, powerful creature clad in black iron armor from head to 

foot. As they approached, the creature turned toward them. A villager got between them and the eight-

foot monster grabbed the villager’s shield with one hand and tossed the man easily ten feet aside. 

 A voice boomed from the black iron helmet of the giant. “So! At last I have found Grace the 

Quick and Morgan the Black Dog!” 

 Grace said, “At least this time I got first billing.” 
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 Morgan called to the giant. “That voice is familiar, but I cannot name it.” 

 The giant shook his fists. “Damn you, then, Morgan! Cursed be you and all your lineage! Once I 

was Edorta, Sky-Priest of the Crawling Gods. Now, I am reborn. I am Zigor!” He pointed at Grace. “I will 

flay the skin from her body while you watch, old man.” 

 “Edorta? Didn’t I kill him in Morth Dûr?” Morgan examined the figure, and was unable to see 

any straps or buckles. There wasn’t even a visor to open the helmet. A chill ran through him that had 

nothing to do with the winter cold. 

 “No, Morgan, we never knew those names. We killed Edorta, together, in that caravanserai 

when we sought Irem, Lost City of a Thousand Pillars.” 

 “Oh, yes, of course. I could swear I killed someone else named Edorta, though.” 

 Grace drew her scimitar. “What was the name of that simpering boy-lover in Leng?” 

 Morgan clapped his gauntlets together. “Yes! That was the one!” 

 The giant roared wordlessly, and then began stomping toward them. 

 Pushing his wife ahead of him, Morgan said in a lower voice, “It was after that, in the monastery 

that guards the great plateau, that we found the blasphemous Tablets of Skuras, and learned how to kill 

these star-damned warlocks.” 

 As they dashed between the inn and the livery stable, Grace said, “And his body was gone when 

we returned to give him the true death. My scimitar serves no purpose here.” 

 “Nor my axe,” Morgan said, turning right and leading them behind the tavern. 

 Grace said, “A trap, then.” She grabbed a low-handing eave and pulled herself into the thatch of 

the tavern roof. “Keep him running, my love. I will circle behind him and look for ropes or chains to bind 

him.” 

 There was no time to argue. Morgan remembered the sorcerer named Edorta. He had been a 

pale, sickly man decades ago, when they first met. Now he was at least three feet taller, and possessing 

physical power that he had never known as a mere mortal man. Morgan was sure that the armor was a 

gift of the Crawling Gods that dwelt between the stars, a tool given their priest so that he might seek 

vengeance for them. As such, it was not likely that any hemp rope or chain of Earthly iron could hold 

what he had become. 

 The Black Dog ran back around to the front of the Old Bridge Tavern. There Morgan slowed, and 

turned to face the way he had come. He walked backward, moving steadily toward the livery stables. He 

was sure that Grace would seek materials for her trap there. On either side of him, villagers fought to 

confine the fires to the granary and the mill. 
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 Zigor, in his black iron armor, thundered around the corner of the tavern, spotting Morgan 

immediately. As if sensing a trap, the monstrous figure slowed, its heavy iron helmet swiveling from side 

to side, searching the shadows for ambushers. The horses shied away from Zigor. Morgan’s roan made a 

half-hearted attempt to kick the monster. 

 Morgan took hope at Zigor’s caution. That meant the former magician believed he was 

vulnerable. Even now, years later, Morgan remembered what he had read in the Tablets of Skuras. 

Although his axe might shear off limbs or impale whatever pale, wriggling thing remained inside the iron 

armor, it would not kill the Crawling Gods’ chosen avenger. Only the star-metal sword at his back was 

proof against the unnatural vitality of such beings. 

 As the monster slowly approached, Morgan became aware of a whirring emitted from the ebon 

figure. The sound was jangling, almost musical, and it tugged at the Gray Dog’s memory. 

 There was no sign of Grace as Morgan reached the other end of the livery stables. He drew his 

axe, hoping to cripple Zigor long enough for Grace to spring her trap.  

 Zigor chuckled. “Well do I remember the pain that axe brings, dog. I promise you will learn it 

before you die.” 

 “Early days yet,” Morgan said. He ducked a massive, swinging arm, dropping to one knee and 

simultaneously hammering the axe down on the monster’s thigh. The blade clanged off the cuissart, 

leaving no dent. Morgan kicked forward, rolling over his shoulder to his feet, and spinning to face his 

opponent again. 

 If Morgan’s blow hampered Zigor, it did not show in his movement. He clomped around in a 

half-circle to face Morgan again. Morgan thought he could see a faint scratch across the armor of Zigor’s 

thigh. That close he could make out spidery, profane runes engraved in Zigor’s armored hulk. Queer 

symbols and patterns writhed across the surface of the puissant metal. 

Morgan’s axe was undamaged. He shifted it in his grip to bring the crow’s beak forward. This 

was a long spike, slightly curved downwards, that counterbalanced the axe blade. It was thick and heavy 

and shaped like the bird’s beak that named it. 

 This time Morgan did not duck as far. Again, he went to Zigor’s right. A punishing swing of the 

ebon armored fist passed just over Morgan’s head, plucking a few hairs with the joints of the gauntlet. 

Morgan pushed off his right foot and used all the power in his torso to whip the pick in a flat arc, 

embedding it in Zigor’s belly. 

 Zigor’s back swing caught the Black Dog between the shoulders, knocking him forward and off 

his feet. It also tore the pickaxe from his grip, the haft driving the wind from Morgan’s lungs when 

Zigor’s blow drove him into it. 

 Morgan struggled to his feet and regained his breath by forcing himself to exhale for as long as 

he could. His exhalation steamed in the winter air. His body would inhale when it had to, and that was 
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the quickest way that Morgan knew to recover from having the wind knocked out of him. He turned to 

watch Zigor. 

 The stygian giant, for no iron could withstand a solid blow from Morgan’s axe, made a high-

pitched keening noise. Some unseen mechanism twanged as Zigor struggled against the limitations of 

his armored joints to reach the pickaxe protruding from his belly. As he finally grasped it, Morgan drew 

his star-metal sword and lunged forward, hoping to land a thrust through a weak point under the arms, 

or if not, to move behind Zigor. There he might leap on the creature’s back and force the blade through 

the neck joint. 

 For his trouble, Morgan sustained a stunning backhanded blow from Zigor’s left forearm. It lifted 

the Black Dog from his feet and tossed him backward into the smoldering inferno of the mill. Morgan 

thrashed over on his belly and forced himself out of the mill’s oven-like interior. He assumed the 

hideous screeching sound he heard was Zigor drawing the pick from his belly. 

 Morgan danced away from his foe, brushing sparks from his eyebrows and beard, moving 

rapidly so no heated part of his armor could rest against his gambeson and ignite it. Morgan could feel 

little of his left arm. He could still move his fingers, but he could not feel the folds of his gambeson or 

the pressure of the hauberk on his joints. The shoulder itself emitted a dull ache that promised agony 

later, when the fight was over and his blood cooled.  

When he cooled enough to spare some attention for his opponent, he saw that Zigor clutched 

the pickaxe awkwardly with his right gauntlet. A gaping hole showed in the breastplate of the armor, yet 

no blood issued from any joint or crevice. Only a deeper darkness showed through the wound. Morgan 

noticed that the plinking and twanging continued as Zigor lurched toward him. 

 Years of life as a wandering adventurer were all that Morgan could thank for his sword. He 

remembered no conscious choice to hold on to it when Zigor struck him, yet still it hung in his right 

hand, the sinuous blade catching the flickering light of the building fires.  

 Zigor swung the axe down at Morgan’s head, but his grip was so bad that Morgan easily caught 

it with his sword, twisted, and tore it from Zigor’s grasp. The jet-armored figure stumbled, the force of 

its missed blow tugging it off-balance. The twanging sound increased in stridency, and then subsided 

when Zigor got his sabatons back under him. Morgan spun and leaped for Zigor’s back, but the former 

Sky-Priest’s slower turn put his shoulder into Morgan’s chest. Zigor shrugged off the Black Dog, sending 

him tumbling to the frozen surface of the road. 

 Morgan landed on his injured left shoulder and howled in agony, despite rolling through the fall. 

When he rose to face Zigor again, his arm hung nerveless at his side. Morgan turned his body to present 

only his right side to the Crawling Gods’ avenger. He let his arm hang naturally, elbow in line with his 

body, and sword pointed at the grill on the front of Zigor’s headpiece. “I know why you’ve come.” 

 Zigor froze. The twanging and plinking stopped, though the whirring continued. “Do you, pitiful 

cretin?” 
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 “I do. You want the emerald, to return to your loathsome gods.” 

 “Do not taunt me with blasphemies, old dog. Give me the emerald, and your deaths will be 

quick. This I promise you.” 

 Morgan said, “Promise is such an ambiguous word. Besides, would we be living in a village like 

Twin Falls if we still had the Eye of Exhortus?” 

 Zigor roared again, and began another lumbering charge. At that moment, a four-horse team 

drove a wagon from beside the burning granary. Grace jumped from the back of the wagon carrying 

coils of chain. As the wagon sped for the bridge across the South Fork, Grace ran toward Zigor. 

 Morgan roared back and feinted toward Zigor’s left, trying to hold the giant’s attention. 

 Grace dove for Zigor’s ankle and got the chain around it just before the chain went taut. For a 

split-second, the back of the wagon dipped and the horses screamed as the front rose and tried to lift 

the back two horses with it. Then Zigor’s left leg snapped backward and the giant toppled. The wagon 

straightened and surged across the bridge. Grace rolled toward the livery stable. Morgan turned his 

feint into a sprint.  

The horses reached the bridge and started dragging Zigor through the village. The giant’s 

armored fingers dug into the frozen ground, tearing up great clods of frigid earth. The ground was so 

hard, and Zigor’s desperation so great, that the metal squeaked and tore. Terrible twangs sounded from 

within the giant’s hands as delicate mechanisms shattered. Then Zigor’s left sabaton tore off, trailing 

metal struts and bits of wire, while spilling gears and springs across the road. Morgan landed on Zigor’s 

back.  

Before the giant could get his shattered hands under him, Morgan said, “Listen well, Zigor-who-

was-Edorta, that my words may pass through you to your eldritch gods:  

“No king would empty his treasury to buy a gem like the Eye of Exhortus, not when he could 

murder the owner and have it for nothing.  

“No artisan could be trusted to cut the gem into saleable portions, when a single rumor would 

bring murderous thieves to his door.  

“So terrible a burden was the emerald Eye of Exhortus that we gave it to the King of Bratassia in 

exchange for ships and supplies, and we sailed in search of Thule and the fabled entrance to the center 

of the world. Bratassia has fallen since then, and the contents of its treasury scattered.  

“Listen, Zigor, and believe: We know not where the Eye of Exhortus lies.” 

Then Morgan slid the tip of his sword through the neck joint of Zigor’s armor. He could not 

thrust it straight through Zigor’s neck, so he laid it as flat as he could against Zigor’s back, and drove it up 

into the helmet.  
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The giant gave a great, wrenching, spasm, flinging Morgan from his back. When the spasm 

ended, all the armor’s sounds stopped – even the strangely musical whirring. As Grace stalked forward, 

scimitar extended, Morgan dragged himself to the body. Curdled, yellow, fluid drained from the wound, 

and pooled under the front of the helmet. 

“Do you think he believed you?” Grace said, looking down at the body. 

“It doesn’t matter what he believed,” Morgan said, climbing to his feet. “Only what his gods 

believe.” 

Grace sighed. “I suppose it’s time to move again.” She sheathed her scimitar. 

Morgan nodded. “A giant like that no doubt drew believers from the caves and cellars where 

they hid after the people of Morth Dûr tore down the tower. Enough will believe in avenging him that 

staying here would endanger the villagers.” 

Grace walked carefully around the dead avenger and rested her hand against Morgan’s left 

shoulder, not knowing that he couldn’t feel it. “Besides, he only came here because of us. The villagers 

are bound to resent that.” 

“Except the ones that want to make names for themselves by challenging us, or by goading us to 

lead them on great adventures,” Morgan said. The deerhound trotted out of the shelter of the buildings, 

skirting the prone giant carefully. 

“Like the boy who drove the wagon, yes,” Grace said, “We aren’t what we were, but maybe 

there’s still some life left in us.” 

“As long as I love you, I’m still alive,” Morgan said. “And as long as we are equal hearts, we can 

go out into the world to test our will against any who dare oppose us.” 

Grace snorted. “Uh-huh. Come on, then, old dog. Best treat that arm before we have to travel.” 

Morgan said, “As you wish. Happy New Year, my love.” 


